WILL YOU

HACK OR CRACK?
HAVE YOU BEEN HACKING
your WiFi at home to beat
your parents’ attempts to get
you offline? Do you hack your
video-games while playing? Do
you see hacking as solving a
complex puzzle? Then a career
at Secura might be for you.
Secura is a well-known
security company with a large
team of highly-skilled ethical
hackers with a lot of passion
to break in everywhere
(legally) and we are looking
for new team members!
We are looking for top talent
like you with a technical
or scientific background
(preferably computer science
or digital security).
Becoming a highly-skilled
ethical hacker does not
happen overnight (though
partly during the night). We
train you extensively in the
first year and beyond.

YOUR FIRST YEAR PROGRAM
A first year at Secura involves four training courses, two certifications,
and actual client work from the second month onward to fast-track
your hacking skills in web apps, infrastructure and mobile hacking!
This is only year one. A highlight of what is to come: courses like OSCP,
OSCE, SANS and jobs like internal pentesting, social engineering,
reverse engineering and red teaming.

TIMELINE
1

Hacking 101
Our dedicated onboarding program of
1.5 weeks with Burp, LaTex, etc.

2
3

Real-world Client Work
From 3rd man projects (extra) to project lead
on actual projects in black-box infra (BBI),
black-box web app (BBA) and grey-box
web app (GBA) testing for 2 months.

4

6

Training Your Skills 2.0
Getting into ever more complex stuff,
breaking out Citrix environments, CBA
(if you can code), WiFi investigations,
social engineering, bring it on!

Performing on-site hacking, API
testing/fuzzing, web application
hacking and testing endpoint security
while talking to clients and developers!

Mobile Training Course

Getting your mobile skills down
Two months of dedicated mobile
client work to try out your new skills.

eWPT web application hacking course
and certification exam in two weeks.

Longer Term Project

5

Expanding Your Skills
Enhancing your skills in team work
with DigiD assessments and more
complex BBI/BBA/GBA projects.

Webapp Certification

7
8

Follow our in-house training course
on mobile application hacking for
Android and iOS.

Personal Performance Training
Boost your soft skills.

9
10

Infrastructure Certification
Getting ready for complex pentests
with the eCPPT infrastructure course
and certification.

Secura is an independent and ambitious security assessment
company that supports their clients in taking control of
their digital security from people, process and technology
perspectives. With a strong passion for technology, we love to
share our knowledge and aim for continuous improvement in
all that we do!

SECURA AS A COMPANY
Secura has an holistic view to security assessment with five service
lines while retaining commercial independence and integrity.
Security Assessment Center

Security Organization
Certification Services
Training & Awareness
Product Development

HACKING EXPERTISE DOMAINS
Our Security Assessment Team (our ethical hacker team of over
30 people) is led by senior or principal consultants with specific
expertise in:
web application hacking

pentesting

infrastructure hacking

red teaming

social engineering

threat modeling

malware/reversing

hardware hacking

OSINT

IoT hacking

ICS/SCADA

“

MY FIRST YEAR
Besides the technical aspect,
the choice to work at Secura
was an easy one, as I felt my
individuality would not only be
welcomed here, but of great
use as well.
We have a diverse
international group of
specialists. We have created
a “work hard, play hard”
atmosphere. Thanks to our
open door policy, joint lunches,
four-eyes principle, Friday
drinks etc.

“

WE ARE SECURA

Don,
Security Analyst

START YOU CAREER TODAY
We offer internships, Security Analyst positions and

Please provide your CV and motivation letter

more senior functions. You can find our jobs functions

to jobs@secura.com or call + 31 40 23 77 990.

on secura.com/career and our latest internships on
secura.com/career/students.

Preview your career: secura.com/careervideo.
We look forward to meeting you!

